
 Time saving  

 Accuracy  

 Enhanced capability  

 
VBA, or Visual Basic for Applications, is the simple programming language  

used within Excel and other MS Office products. 
 

It is an easy language to learn and using it simply and effectively can be the 
“silver bullet” to save time and guarantee accuracy. 

 
By using VBA, Excel will execute your task in the exact same way every time. 
You get consistent results at much greater speed than you could do yourself 
and colleagues can execute the same task and get the same results as you.  

 
We offer customised training in VBA and consultancy where our experts     
develop your VBA code / Macros and train your team to maintain them. 

 
Contact: Damian O’Neill oneill@professional.ie 01-6627700 / 021-4319010 

Real life Examples of our expert work with VBA: 

Case Study One 

A manufacturing plant with multiple locations and over 5000 products needed a consolidated 

sales forecast report, including future orders,  current stock levels, work in process, back       

orders, etc.  The data was stored in different formats on different systems.  Before our expert 

input, reporting took a week each month.                                                                                             

Using VBA our system produced the consolidated report  in 15 minutes -accurate every time. 

Case Study Two 

Financial managers with over 100 different client accounts needed a consistent pdf format 

weekly analysis report from data in multiple files and folders. Before our expert input, it was  

a 3 day exercise each week to copy data correctly and in the correct format to export to pdf.                                                                                                                                           

Using VBA our accurate system outputs the files at the press of a button in 13 minutes. 

Case Study Three 

A busy call centre needed to track calls received and areas of interest per call. With no          
expensive bespoke software available, staff filled an Excel form to capture the data. Before 
our expert input, 3 hours were spent daily collecting and analysing data using pivot tables.                                                                                                                                                                               

Using VBA our system ran the entire collection and analysis process consistently in 11 minutes. 
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